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At Thakeham Primary School, we believe that literacy and communication are key life skills.
Through our English curriculum, we will help children develop the skills and knowledge that
will enable them to communicate effectively and creatively through spoken and written
language and equip them with the skills to become learners for life. Furthermore because
literacy is central to children’s intellectual, emotional and social development it has an
essential role across the curriculum and helps pupils’ learning to be coherent and progressive.
These are the main purposes of this policy:
 To establish an entitlement for all pupils in line with the National Curriculum
expectations Provide a rich and stimulating language environment that promotes a
shared love and understanding of literacy
 Set and establish high expectations for teachers and pupils and to promote continuity
and coherence across the school
 Develop positive attitudes towards books so that reading is seen as a pleasurable
activity
 Read a varied selection of texts whilst gaining an increased level of fluency and
understanding
 Develop a range of reading strategies for approaching reading: using and applying
phonological, contextual, grammatical and graphic knowledge
 Use reading as a means of gathering information to support their learning throughout
the entire curriculum
 Develop the craft of writing in order to develop the confidence and skills to write
effectively for a range of purposes and audiences;
 Write with increasing awareness of the conventions of grammar, punctuation and
spelling
 Form letters correctly, leading to a fluent and legible handwriting style
 Develop a deep understanding of the spelling patterns and common exception words
in English
 Develop listening and comprehension skills through a variety of means including
reciprocal and non-reciprocal situations
 Develop their oral abilities at their own level express opinions, articulate feelings and
formulate appropriate responses to increasingly complex questions and instructions.
 Provide relevant and purposeful learning experiences in all areas of the English
curriculum, for example participating in debates about local issues, writing letters to
the Parish Council, articles for the school newsletter and performing in school
productions.
 for English;
 To establish expectations for teachers of this subject;
 To promote continuity and coherence across the school;
 To state the school’s approach to the subject in order to promote public, and
particularly parents’ and carers’, understanding of the curriculum.

The Teaching of English
The structure of English teaching is based upon the 2014 English National Curriculum and
covers all of the recommended objectives. To ensure that there is adequate time for
developing English skills, each KS1/2 class has a dedicated English lesson each day. This is
a 105 minute session which incorporates all handwriting, spelling/phonics, reading and
writing activities so that the children are able to use and apply their skills in different
contexts. However, children will have opportunities to use and apply their English skills
across the curriculum both with guidance and independently. Teaching and learning takes
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place within a whole class setting and, in the main differentiation is through a variety of means
including task, resources, adult support, groupings and outcome. Phonics groups in EYFS
and KS1 are set following assessment and children may move between groups depending on
their progress and achievement.
Within guided teaching, teachers move children forward by focusing specifically on reading
and writing targets which are particular to that group of children. Additional adults are used to
support the teaching of English. They work under the guidance of the teacher with small
groups of children or individuals.
Clear objectives are set for each session and are shared with pupils. ‘Toolkits’ are regularly
devised with children, and are used to outline the key features/elements expected in the
outcomes of the pupils’ work.
Computing is used where it enhances, extends and complements English teaching and
learning. Teachers are also expected to plan time within certain writing lessons for children to
reflect on their marked work, and independently respond to teacher prompts to improve their
writing (see Assessment and Feedback Policy). Teachers use a variety of interactive, creative
and cross-curricular teaching methods to deliver the curriculum and achieve set learning
objectives.
Spoken Language
At Thakeham Primary School, we believe that speaking and listening form the foundations of
all learning in English. In formal and informal situations, we create and facilitate opportunities
for conversation, discussion and talk around learning. Questioning forms the basis of our
teaching and we strongly encourage children to be inquisitive and to share their thoughts
confidently in a supportive environment.
How do we achieve this?











Questioning and taking risks with language;
Presenting in-front of an audience;
Reciting and reading aloud;
Re-telling, role-play and drama productions;
Listening to and participating in stories, poems, rhymes and songs;
Drama activities to enliven and enrich children’s understanding of character;
Talking the text – opportunities for children to talk about and discuss their reading
and writing;
Debate;
Collaborative work and reporting back following group work;
Presentations.

Reading
Reading is the avenue in which children can access the world around them. It offers children
a chance to develop their imagination and provides a new and rich vocabulary which in turn
enables them to become inspirational and creative writers. Our aim therefore is to ensure that
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reading is an integral and enjoyable part of school life for all learners. We seek to ensure that
there are multiple opportunities to read throughout the school day as well as giving children
many opportunities to listen to stories being read by other children or staff.

How do we achieve this?
















Guided reading
Shared reading
Regular independent reading
Home/school reading
There is a wide selection of levelled reading books, banded into the ‘colour book bands’
and the children progress through these as appropriate, reading a range of fiction and
non-fiction texts before moving on to ‘free reader’ books;
Children are taught during shared guided group sessions using structured guided
reading texts in ability groups where key objectives are taught and targets assessed,
this may involve reading aloud or focusing on specific skills e.g. inference and
deduction. Through this approach the teacher accesses every child (see Guided
Reading section below)
Teachers, teaching assistants and adult volunteers may also read on an individual
basis with children: how often is based on assessment of progress;
Teachers and teaching assistants assess children's progression in reading using the
Reading objectives located on the cover of the children’s English book;
All adults involved in working with a group for Guided Reading or hearing a child read
should feedback to the class teacher. In the case of Guided Reading this should
include reference to the objective focus for the session and their progress against this.
The initials of the adult writing the comment should be also be used
Phonics is taught systematically following the Read, Write Inc programme which
supports the National Curriculum. Children have daily 30 minute group sessions until
the end of Year 2 if required, learning sounds, actions and letters , games and activities
to support sounding out, segmenting and blending for reading and writing (see below
under Spellings and Phonics);
Those children who are not making age-related progress are withdrawn for one to one
or group support as appropriate and targets may be linked to their ILP if they are
SEN&D;

Reading
Through a reading focus we deliver a curriculum that teaches a range of reading skills:
 Comprehension
 Opportunities to use and apply phonic knowledge and skills
 Practising reading fluently
 Developing appreciation and love of reading
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The format of a
linked to specific
could include:
•
•
•
•
•

reading session will be
objectives and targets and

shared reading
book talk –
text and looking for
phonics activities
comprehension
free choice –
text of their choice

exploring and enjoying a
key words
activities
children choose to read a

Reading sessions should relate to the genre of writing where possible. The sessions should
empower further learning and promote excitement and love of books and build on previous
reading experiences.
Children are placed in appropriate groups that are regularly reviewed and maintain flexibility.
Planning for reading forms part of the overall weekly English plan. The class teacher accesses
the individuals within the group; addressing specific objectives and targets, whilst other
available adults support other groups using the class teacher’ s planning and working under
their guidance.
The class teacher works with a full range of ability groups across the week. Likewise the lower
ability group is not the responsibility of the TA. Both the class teacher and the TA should
support groups from across the ability range. Clear strategies should be in place so that the
independent groups can remain on task and allow teacher focus.

Reading With RIC
Reading with RIC (KS2) can be a whole-class based or independent reading activity. There
is one learning objective for the whole class based around the same text. The text and follow
up activities are adapted for different abilities so that all children can access the learning
objective and be challenged. Sometimes texts are part of a class book and other times there
are poems, pictures, videos or non-fiction materials.
The RIC sessions always contains a Retrieve, Interpret and Choice (author/artist/director)
question. The answers to these are discussed within the session and children magpie other
answers using their purple polishing pen to improve their own answers.

Developing a Love of Reading
 We encourage vast amounts of reading across the curriculum: topic books, news
articles, class magazines etc.;
 We do storytelling and re-enacting stories
 We have a dedicated library area/book corner in each classroom;
 As well as taking home school scheme books we encourage the children to take
home a book of their interest from the school library which can be changed when
they have finished it.
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 Each class has an opportunity to visit the library each week and as part of their
reading activities once every 2 weeks. This should not just be an opportunity to
change their book, but time spent browsing and enjoying what is on offer or learning
valuable library skills e.g. research;
 The Library display is used to celebrate different authors each month;
 We set up visits from authors and illustrators with a big celebration of reading during
World Book Day in March;
 Each class enjoys the reading of a class novel across the week. Much thought goes
into the selection of texts and is chance for the class to share a high quality text
together. Most often, this take place at the end of the school day.
 There are lots of talk and discussion about reading in a variety of contexts, both formal
and informal. We have an annual school Book Fair
 Once a fortnight we have a Reading focussed assembly led by the school Book
Worms, where a range of texts are shared and discussed with the children to help
encourage identification of key elements and to help develop the language used to
discuss, debate and compare a range of texts. Certificates are presented for reading
achievement.
In line with our Home-Learning Policy, children are expected to read at least 3 times a week
at home, writing in their reading diaries to share ideas about books and to keep a record of
what they are reading. This is monitored very systematically by staff who liaise directly with
parents if it is not happening. For children who struggle with reading or are not heard at home
extra in school support is given and they become a ‘daily reader’ reading to an adult each day
in school and are heard reading by our group of adult reading volunteers.
Writing
Pupils have access to a wide range of writing opportunities that include:











shared writing
guided writing
independent writing
writing different text types and narrative styles
writing in different curriculum areas
handwriting practice
collaborative writing
writing related to own experiences and enjoyment
writing from a variety of stimuli
planning, drafting, editing and presenting

In order to support and develop children of all ages and abilities into confident and independent
writers we plan for a wide range of writing opportunities across the school year. This may
include elements of the Talk 4 Writing project, developed by Pie Corbett. Through this style of
teaching the children become fully immersed in a text, which they learn and retell in different
ways, before moving on to using the model text to support their own writing. It incorporates all
elements of the English curriculum in a practical, engaging and memorable way, developing
visual, auditory and kinaesthetic learning skills.
We ensure there are frequent opportunities for pupils to write independently, away from the
point of teaching, without scaffolded support across the curriculum.
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How do we achieve this?









Introduction of the PenPals handwriting scheme
Specific timetabling of spellings, handwriting, reading, writing and library skils
Cross curricular links
Multi-sensory activities
Links to class texts and current topics
Purposeful real life opportunities
A range of final draft presentations
Use of different writing materials

Moderation
We participate in moderation of our children’s work in Reading and Writing throughout
the year at a school level and with our locality group of schools. The purpose of
moderation is to ensure that an agreement on standards of teacher assessment can
be reached. As a result teachers are confident that their assessments are accurate
and consistent with the national picture. The discussion focuses on evidence teachers
have used to reach their judgment and offers them an opportunity to demonstrate their
understanding of standards by focusing on a small number of children and their work.
The Local Authority undertakes monitoring and quality assurance for EYFS, Key Stage
1 and 2.
Reading moderation
Across the school year both internal and external moderations of reading are timetabled in.
Reading objective evidence is collected from a variety of formats:










written response activities in the English book
termly video recording of the child reading (either individually, paired or within a group)
Ensuring their name is stated clearly and the text is visible in the recording. Key
questions from the adult will allow the reader to express their understanding of the text.
Videos to be saved under the child’s name in staff common / Reading Evidence)
phonic session workbook (EYFS / KS1)
reading journal (EYFS)
group guided sheets – both by teacher and teaching assistant
volunteer reader notes
TA support notes
Reading objective assessment sheet (front cover of English book)

Writing moderation
Across the school year both internal and external moderations of writing are timetabled in.
Writing objective evidence is collected from a variety of formats:






English book
Other subject area books eg science or topic
phonic session workbook (EYFS / KS1)
TA support notes
Writing objective assessment sheet (back cover of English book)
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Spelling
Spelling is an integral part of the writing process. Pupils who spell with ease are able to
concentrate on the content of their writing and the making of meaning. While it is important to
remember that spelling is not the most important aspect of writing, confidence in spelling often
has a profound effect on the writer’s self-image. Accurate spelling implies consideration for
the reader and also recognises the deeply embedded notions about correctness which we
hold as a society about spelling.
Curriculum provision
Spelling is taught as part of a planned programme following the requirements of the
National Curriculum which contains specific statutory word lists. In line with this, children in
EYFS and Key Stage 1 take part in a daily session of phonics each week. These sessions are
delivered using the Read, Write Inc spelling programme which has been specifically created
to meet the demands of the New National Curriculum. In Key Stage 1 and 2 it is expected that
the children will have regular explicit spelling sessions with weekly spellings being closely
linked to spelling patterns and rules, these are part of the 105 minute English session.
Implementation of Spellings
All classes have a set of spelling activities to support regular opportunities for children to
practice learning spellings that they need next.


Children will be encouraged to develop their own personalised strategies for
practising and learning spelling patterns and Common Exception Words. In order to
achieve this, they will have opportunities to try a range of multi-sensory approaches
to learning spellings. Strategies used will include sounding out words phonemically
and by syllables. This approach supports a variety of individual learning styles and
supports children who may have a specific learning difficulty related to spelling. The
'Look, Say, Cover, Write and Check' approach to learning the spelling of
words will be part of this range of strategies. Children will have access to Wordshark
where appropriate, where word lists can be entered and progress monitored.
 The teaching of spelling will promote an analytical approach where children will be
taught to look for common letter strings, patterns in words and spelling rules.
Children will draw on analogies to known words, roots, derivations, word families,
morphology and familiar spelling patterns.
 Children will be encouraged to identify their own spelling errors
and edit accordingly in purple pen and check spellings (see Assessment and
Feedback Policy).
To further support their spelling, the learning of spelling will be encouraged as part of the
home-school partnership and weekly spellings will be sent home to practise, in readiness for
a test in school. Children are given words according to their learning needs, so the amount
and level of difficulty will vary.
Weekly spellings are also sent home for all children in KS 1 and KS2, these are set
according to the spelling appendix document in the National Curriculum. We follow the
Twinkl website spelling plans for each year group each term. These weekly lists can be
manipulated in order across the academic year. A record is kept by the class teacher of
which spelling patterns are learnt each week to ensure coverage.
Children are assessed by use of standardised spelling in the spring term. We use Single
Word Spelling Test (SWST).
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Punctuation and Grammar
An understanding of how to use grammar correctly, the use of relevant meta-language and
identifying word classes and sentence types, is taught both in the context of a piece of writing
and explicitly in whole class work. Linked to the National Curriculum for year groups, grammar
is taught and planned to fit in with relevant genres of writing. We start with the basics of
sentence construction including full stops and capital letters with children beginning to identify
word classes early on (noun, verb, adjective, adverb). There is an emphasis on children
learning to use the correct technical vocabulary in line with their year group National
Curriculum expectations.
Along with spelling work, punctuation and grammar form part of our daily 105 minute daily
English lessons. Children in KS1 and KS2 have weekly spellings/grammar homework.
Wherever possible, the teaching and learning of spelling, punctuation and grammar will be
integrated as part of the main lesson, utilising the key text so that spelling, punctuation and
grammar are seen in context.
Handwriting
We place value on children taking pride and care over their work and handwriting is a key part
of this. In EYFS there is a big emphasis upon fine motor skills so to support this our EYFS
children take part in daily ‘Funky Finger’ sessions. During these sessions the children
complete a task such as threading, sorting bricks or colour matching matchsticks. During the
first half term they spend a few sessions at each activity enabling them to build on their control
and motor skills in this task.
End of KS1 expectations
Expected standard



form capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one
another and to lower-case letters
use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters.

Greater Depth
• use the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join some letters.

The National Curriculum and statutory assessment now places a greater emphasis on the
importance handwriting and so we have adapted our approach to meet these requirements.

How do we achieve this?
We use PenPals Handwriting Programme. Though a coherent whole school approach the
scheme supports teachers to deliver discreet handwriting and practice sessions.
Penpals leads children through five distinct stages:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physical preparation for handwriting (Foundation 3-5 years)
Securing correct letter formation (Key Stage 1/5-6 years)
Beginning to join (Key Stage 1/6–7 years)
Securing the joins (Lower Key Stage 2/7–9 years)
Speed, fluency and developing a personal style
(Upper Key Stage 2, 9–11 years)







All adults in school model as per the current unit covered within the class lesson.
All handwriting to be seen as fluent, legible and correctly formed.
We use the ‘Letter- join’ programme as an additional support.
We take the view that handwriting should be taught little and often – at least 4 X
15 minutes in EYFS, year 1, 2,3 and 4. In year 5 and 6, handwriting is taught
whole class once a week with support sessions for those requiring it. The
teaching and learning of handwriting should form part of the daily 105 minute
English sessions
Extra handwriting groups occur in classes throughout the school where the class
team feel that additional handwriting support is needed.
In KS2, to promote use of a neat joined, fluent and legible handwriting, we award
the child a pen certificate which is awarded in our Celebration Assembly.

To encourage all round thoughtful presentation of work across the curriculum, the children
can be nominated to be entered into our Hall of Fame which is awarded in our Celebration
Assembly.
Assessment, Recording and Reporting
Assessments and marking are made in line with the school Assessment and Feedback
Policy. Teachers use effective Assessment for Learning (AfL) strategies to ensure planning
is based on prior attainment and that pupils know what they need to do to achieve their next
steps. Group or individual targets are set accordingly.
Statutory Assessment at Thakeham Primary School
Throughout EYFS and at the end of this year group, children are assessed in their early literacy
development against the ‘Development Matters’ goals. Teachers assess children as to
whether they have reached a ‘Good Level of Development’ (GLD) in:
 the early learning goals in the prime areas of learning (personal, social and
emotional development; physical development; and communication and language)
and;
 the early learning goals in the specific areas of mathematics and literacy.
In Year 1 pupils are assessed on their phonics skills, knowledge and understanding in June.
The test checks children's ability to read and decode words to an age appropriate standard.
We are required to re-test any child in Year 2 who did not pass/sit the test in the previous year.
In Year 2 children take end of Key Stage SATs 1 tests which assess their skills, knowledge
and understanding in reading, spelling, punctuation, grammar and handwriting. Teachers
provide assessments on pupils for reading and writing.
In Year 6 children take end of Key Stage 2 SATs which assess their skills, knowledge and
understanding in reading, spelling, punctuation grammar and handwriting. Teachers provide
assessments on pupils for writing.
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Teacher assessment is based on a broad range of evidence from across the curriculum and
knowledge of how a pupil has performed over time and in a variety of contexts. It is carried
out as part of teaching and learning.

Other Assessment at Thakeham Primary School









For EYFS children we undertake a ‘baseline’ assessment based on what they
know, understand and can do against the Early Years Framework on entry to
school. We also use the information from each child’s Early Years settings in
relation to their Early Learning Goals. Both of these systems ensure we plan for
each child’s next steps towards achieving a GLD.
Success criteria (Toolkits): From Year 1 onwards, children will be encouraged to
devise the key skills/elements needed for the lesson with their teacher. These
may also link to their targets (see below);
Across each week a key piece of the children’s written work will be marked using
‘Tickled Pink’ and ‘Green for Growth’. This enables the children to quickly see
which aspects of their work went well (Tickled Pink) and what their next steps are
(Green for Growth). This is linked to the use of the Toolkits (Success Criteria) and
children’s targets. Children are also involved in assessing their own/others’ work
with guidance (See Assessment and Feedback Policy);
From Year One onwards, teachers regularly set reading and writing targets and
related objectives that are shared with children through highlighting on their
writing and target objective sheet on the cover of their English book.
At the beginning of each year, pupil targets (year group) are set based on
previous attainment taking into account their starting points and individual needs
Once a year, in the spring term, children in years 1-6 will be assessed using
standardised spelling tests (SWST).

Recording and Reporting
 Each term teachers meet with Head teacher and the Inclusion Co-ordinator to discuss
each child’s progress in Reading and Writing to identify whether children are ‘on track’
to meet their age-related expectations in relation to their predicted outcomes. For
those who are identified as ‘not on track’, support and intervention are implemented.
 KS1 and KS2 teachers use an electronic tracking system to record children’s progress
against the National Curriculum objectives for English (SIMS). This reports whether a
child is ‘Emerging’ ‘Developing’ or ‘Secure’ with the objectives. This can be used both
to help inform and set further targets and support and to report final outcomes at the
end of the year.
 School Analytics is used to calculate individual, cohort and group progress across each
term to help identify those who are on track and those who may need further
support/enrichment. Outcomes are reported to parents as outlined in our Assessment
and Feedback Policy.
 In EYFS, children’s attainment against their Early Learning Goals is tracked each
term and progress calculated. Again support is implemented where a need is
identified. Outcomes are reported to parents as outlines in our Assessment and
Feedback Policy. Children’s attainment in each area is recorded as ‘Emerging’ (1),
(Expected’ (2) or ‘Exceeding’ (3). Whether a child has achieved a ‘Good Level of
Development’ is also measured and reported.
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At the end of Year 1, parents/carers are informed of their child’s outcome in the
Phonics Tests. The Local Authority/DfE are also informed of the results
At the end of Year 2, parents/carers are informed of their child’s outcome in their SATs
tests. The Local Authority/DfE are also informed of the results
Twice a year during parents’ evening, children’s progress against their age-related
expectations are discussed with parents/carers. At the end of each year parents are
informed of these outcomes via their child’s annual report. This will report whether the
child has met the age-related expectations (‘Secure’) or are working towards meeting
these )’Developing’). This information is also shared through locality Heads’ meetings
and Local Authority Advisor monitoring visits
All of the above information is transferred to each teacher receiving a class and also if
a child moves school whether this be within a year or at a transition point e.g. end of
Year 6
At the end of KS2 children (Year 6) parents/carers are informed of their child’s outcome
in their SATs tests and teacher assessments. The Local Authority/DfE are also
informed of the results.

Inclusion
We aim for all children to participate in mainstream lessons. All children receive quality first
English teaching on a daily basis and activities are differentiated accordingly. Extra support is
in place for children with SEN&D including a provision map and adult support. Where it is felt
necessary, a pupil is withdrawn from class to receive specialist help from school devised
intervention programmes, or support from an external county agencies/support e.g. Speech
and Language Therapy. Pre/post teaching of specific objectives is used as a means of
supporting pupils too. We aim to provide a range of resources that reflect the diversity of
culture and language within our school community and the wider local community.
Similarly, the needs of our ‘Most Able Pupils’ are met through effective in-class differentiation,
specific enrichment and extension courses available through www.e-pd.org.uk and through
opportunities in-house and within the STARS locality, including Steyning Grammar School.
We make good use of our Disadvantaged (Pupil Premium) funding to support the needs of
these children and our Children Looked After (CLA). Details of this and the impact are
published on our website.
Staff Development
Teachers are expected to keep up to date with subject knowledge and use current materials
that are available in school or online.
Training needs are identified as a result of whole school monitoring and evaluation,
performance management and through induction programmes. These will be reflected in the
School Strategic Development Plan. The English Leaders will arrange for relevant advice and
information, such as feedback from courses or newsletters, to be disseminated. Where
necessary, the English Leaders organise school based training through staff meetings/INSET.
They will play an important role in communication with parents/carers to support effective
partnerships to help facilitate effective learning at home as well as school.

Additional adults who are involved with intervention programmes will receive appropriate
training that may be school based or part of central training.
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Resources
A comprehensive range of resources is available in school. Every class has a selection of
reference books e.g. dictionaries, thesaurus, project loans and fiction books. We have a
library with an updated stock to ensure resources meet our revised topics, in line with the
National Curriculum. Pupil voice has also been sought to ensure books also meet the
interests of our children.

Teacher resources are located in classrooms. Guided reading books are kept in the school
library and classrooms. There is a wide selection of levelled reading books which are
banded into the ‘colour book bands’ located in the SEND break out area.
Monitoring and Evaluation
The Headteacher and English Leaders all work together to monitor English with the
involvement of the governor linked to this area. Having identified priorities, the English Leaders
formulate the appropriate section of the School Strategic Development Plan. This forms the
basis for any monitoring activities and will clearly identify when, who and what is to be
monitored and how this will take place e.g. classroom observation, planning scrutiny, work
sampling etc.
.
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Appendix One
Timetabling of English

Monday

8.45 – 9.00
Assembly

Tuesday
Wednesday

CEW activities
CEW activities

Thursday

CEW activities

Friday

CEW activities

Years 1 and 2
9.00 – 10.00
10.00-10..30
English lesson
Phonics /
Guided
Monday lesson to reading
include spelling
test and library
skills in individual
year groups.
1x guided reading
focus group led by
TA during the
week.

8.45 – 9.00
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

CEW
CEW
CEW
CEW

activities
activities
activities
activities

8.45 – 9.00
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

CEW
CEW
CEW
CEW

activities
activities
activities
activities

Years 3 and 4
9.00 – 9.15
9.15 – 9.30
Handwriting
Spelling
Handwriting
Spelling
Handwriting
Spelling
Handwriting
Spelling
Handwriting
Spelling

9.30 – 10.30
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson

Years 5 and 6
9.00 –9.30
Spelling input & Handwriting
Spelling test & Handwriting
New spelling input & Handwriting
Library skills / Grammar focus
Reading circles
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Afternoon
Handwtriting / sp input
(1x GR focus group)
(PE)
Handwtriting / sp input
(1x GR focus group)
Handwtriting / sp input
(1x GR focus group)
Handwtriting / sp input
(1x GR focus group)

30 mins
library skills
sessions per
week, per
year group.

9.30 – 10.30
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson
English lesson

Appendix Two
Expectations, evidence and marking

CEW activities

Expectations
4x a week x 15mins

Phonics

5x a week x 30mins

Spelling
activities

5x a week x 15mins
(or equivalent)

Handwriting

5x a week x 15mins
(or equivalent)

Guided
reading /
reading
activities

Library skills

1x 30mins per week
per year group

Evidence
Recorded in the handwriting
/spelling book, through
photographic evidence, on
Seesaw (QR code sticker
present in the pupil’s book)
or through observation
notes.
Recorded in phonic books or
through observation /
discussion notes.
Recorded in the handwriting
/spelling book, through
photographic evidence, on
Seesaw (QR code sticker
present in the pupil’s book)
or through observation
notes.
Recorded in the handwriting
/spelling book.
Recorded in the phonics
book, reading journal
(EYFS) or English book.
Videos of individuals reading
are saved on staff common /
reading evidence. Videos to
be completed termly per
child.
Recorded in the English
book. Library skills sticker
placed to identify the activity.
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Marking
To be marked
according to the
school marking
codes by the
adult leading the
activity and
overseen by the
class teacher.

Appendix Three
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Appendix Four
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Appendix Five
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